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There’s something bubbling up in grocery store aisles. Fermented foods, such as kombucha, sauerkraut, pickles and kimchi, are
growing — both in popularity with the American consumer as well as in the variety of products offered. While demand has risen, so
too has the fight for shelf space.

There are several reasons for the growth, says Innova Market Insights, a research firm that labeled the method a “Top Ten Trend”
during a recent presentation at an annual conference held by the Institute of Food Technologists (IFT). Consumers who are looking
for “cleaner” food options, and fermentation see it as a natural processing method, according to the firm. Additionally, the trend
appeals to consumers’ desire for products that speak to better gut health and probiotic benefits. Finally, the idea of artisanal,
handmade food is still in vogue and fermented foods tend to harken back to age old processes that consumers can trust.

“Big CPG function has always been manufactured,” Fred Hart, Creative Director of design firm Interact on Shelf, told NOSH. “Yet
the natural and emerging foods space has looked to the past and to nature to provide optimal, ancient function.”
These consumer desires have had direct market impact. In total, says Innova, food and beverage launches that claim to use a
fermentation process have grown at a compound annual growth rate of 29 percent from 2011 to 2015. Looking at the global growth
for specific products from 2014 to 2015, both sauerkraut and kimchi have seen a 14 percent growth in new product launches.

However, within these launches, many products are regional, smaller brands. The world of fermented foods is fragmented
geographically, with large chains still devoting a decent portion of the set to local options. Part of the reason for this is due to issues
in shipping a “live” product that needs to be kept cold. Additionally, local also connects back to the themes of handmade that
consumers seek more then a large national brand.
In order to get that national pickup, Hart says that brands will have to think beyond health benefits.
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